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INTRODUCTION 
The History of Religious Education in Bulgaria pre-
sents one of the most fascinating aspects of the life of 
the people. Its development is the more interesting as it 
is entirely different from that of any other nation. Un-
like that of other countries it could not depend for its 
progress either on.a. stable gove~nment, economic and poli-
tical conditions, geographical situation, nor internal 
freedom. On the contrary, persecutions have_ been its lot 
from the very beginning, persecutions with which the west-
ern worid is little familiar. Yet, a. nation like the Bul-
garian,. whose people have always yearned for culture, 
righteousness, goodness and piety, could not bear the idea 
of remaining in darkness. It is really surprising how un-
der all the oppressions of neighboring countries the Bul-
garians succeeded in developing their education to the 
degree to which it is today. 
What was it that saved Bulgaria her education during 
the long centuries of Greek and Turkish oppression? What 
kept up their desire for the better, the higher, the more 
cultural? What made the people seek after "goodness, 
righteousness and piety"?· The answer is very simple--their 
deep religious feeling. 11 The Christian Religion", says 
one of Bulgaria's contemporary educators, 11 has, ever since 
its coming to Bulgaria, been the spiritual lungs through 
which the people have inhaled Christian civilization, cul-
ture, education, freedom, and a place in the big family of 
Nations. 11 1) It was the Christian Religion that gave the 
country her first school, and the.same factor. that kept 
the f:liTe burning when all else had failed. One look at her• 
history would be sufficient to convince the observer that 
what Bulgaria is today she owes it all to her unconquer-
able faith in the Almighty. 
It is the purpose of this essay to trace the contritu-
tion of the strong religious feeling of the Bulgarian na-
tion to the development of their education. To attempt to 
exhaust the subject would be preposterous in a study like 
this. What I propose to do is to give a brief summary of 
the different phases through which the Bulgad.an education 
has passed. 
'.rhe study has been made under some very great handi-
caps not only because of lack of materials but also be-
cause nothing of what there is has been translated into 
English. All translations from the Bulgarian that appear 
throughout the essay are by the writer. 
Boston, July, 1934. 
Elena s. Borikova 
1) Misheff, D. Our School Through the Ages. p. 4 •. 
PART I 
EDUCATION DURING THE FIRST KINGDOM 
• 
·cHAP'rER I 
FIRST BULGARIAN SCHOOLS 
The year 865 is the most significant one in the histo-
ry of Bulgaria. In that year the Bulgarian king Boris I in-
troduced the Christian faith into his kingdom. After that 
significant date, also, the Bulgarian nation became a part 
of the Great Christian Brotherhood, and a part, too, of the 
civilized world. 
The Christianization of Bulgaria brought about another 
great event in the history of the First Bulgarian Kingdom. 
Right after the baptism of King Boris ther·e rose the bril-
liantly burning torch of education and culture, the most 
precious heritage of the First Bulgarian Kingdom. The Chris-
tian Religion laid the corner-stone of the first educational 
institution in the young country where the first religious 
educators received their training. 
As soon as the first Christian church started function-
ing in Bulgaria and the first school was openea the country 
. . ' 
was filled with Greek clergy and teachers. As the latter 
did not know the Bulgarian language they conducted, both the 
services in the church and the teaching in the school in 
Greek. At about that time the Greeks were anxious to anex 
the small Bulgarian Kingdom to the Great Byzantine Empire 
finding the church and the school helpful tools for Grecian-
izing the Bulgarian peasants, thus aiming at their religious 
a~d political subjection. 
:Th~ existin~ situation worried King Boris immensely 
for he was conscious of the policy of his southern neighbors 
Soon, however, he conce.ived of the idea of separating the 
Bulgarian .church from.the Greek, making it independent with 
an independent Archbishop at ~ts head. He aimed at national 
izing the Bulgarian. church having all religious teaching 
·conducted in simple spoken Bulgarian. In order to carry 
·out his plan King ,Bori_s sent a petition to the Patriarchy 
in Constantinople, asking for an independent Bulgarian hier-
arch. His petition not granted he turned toward the Pope of 
Rome. At the latter 1 s refusal he again turned toward Con-
stantinople •. Finally, at a convention in Constantinople, 
in 870, his petition was granted and the independence of the 
'·''': ' 
Bulgarian ch~1rch recognized. At the same convention Arch-
bishop Joseph, who is said. to have performed the baptismal 
ceremony of King Boris, was appointed as the first Archbi-
shop of:the independent Bulgarian Church • 
. In the: meantime great events were taking p:J.ace in Mo-
ravia •.. Unfortunate for the work of Methodius, those events 
proved of lasting significance and value to the education 
of the young Kingdom on the Danube. On the 6th of April, 
885,.in.Velegrad, Moravia, died the Moravian Bishop St. Me-
~l10dius. His throne, after his death, was occupied by Bi-
sho.p Viching, a representativ,e and an exponent of a: dif-
ferent religious sect. Under his influence the Slavic 
language was forbidden in the Moravian churches, and the 
Slavic students of Methodius, after years of torture and per-
secution were sent out of Moravia.·· Deeply saddened by the 
misfortune that befell the noble work .of the religious w.or-
kers, broken down and ruined by the long.period of both phys-
ical and spiritual torture, those born on Bulgarian soil 
directed their steps toward the home country, with the hope 
there to continue the sacred task of Methodius. 
One of the most earnest students of Methodius was Ole-
merit, a native of Bulgaria. Taking Naum and Angelari, two 
other students of Methodius, with him, he started for Bul-
garia. After a iong, hard and painful trip, they reached 
Belgrade which was then a part of the Bulgarian Kingdom • 
. When the governor of the city learned of their arrival, he 
immediately sent word to King Boris, telling him of the 
coming of the long sought for people. r.rhe King, of course, 
was delighted at the happy news, asking that they be sent 
to him immediately. At the capital of the First Bulgarian 
Kingdom, Pliska, Clement and his companions were received 
with great honour "as befits people worthy of all honour 
_and respect". 1) "King Boris questioned them about the 
misfortune that had come upon them, and when they told him 
the whole story, he offered a prayer of gratitude to God 
for the benefactors He had sent him." 2) With their ar-
rival the students of l1iethodius were assigned certain 
1) 
~ 
Dorosieff, L. r. 
Ibid. p. 5. 
Our :f!,irst 'reachers .. and Schools. P. 5 
districts where they were to continue the work of their 
teacher. Naum and Angelari worked mostly as councilors and 
teachers in the royal court. To Clement, the most alert 
and intelligent of the three was assinged the most difficu:}.t 
and important for the Bulgarian church and nation task, the 
task of opening and organizing the first national schools. 
King Boris made all things possible for the successful 
work of Clement. The governor of the district where the 
first schools were opend was asked to obey all orders of 
Clement, and the people ordered to help with the new project 
Yet, the success which the first Bulgarian teacher achieved 
was due for the most part to his energy, diligence and abi-
lity. A biographer of his writes: 11 In every district he 
had a select group of pupils. With those he often dis-
coursed, explaining to them the deeper passages of the 
Gospels. His grace and love made them deeply attached to 
him. 11 1) 11 And we never saw him idle • Day and night he 
worked.· '.ro some he showed how to write the letters; to 
others how to hold their hands when writing; to others still 
he interpreted the meaning of Christ's message; and when 
he was alone, he read, wrote or translated books and prayed.'2 
Thanks to his hard labour Clement succeeded in a short time 
in ·trairtingi..man:y: men who scattered all over the country 
serving the people as religious workers and teachers • 
. The educational work· ot: Clement was not carried on in 
one place only for he gradually founded schools in all . 
1) 
2) 
Noykof'f, .P. lvl. An Outline of the Education in Bulgaria 
to the Time of Paissi. p. 8. 
Ibid. p. 8. 
parts of the.country--schools of which he alone was the or-
ganizer •y Gradually in every parish he won a large number 
of followers in whose hands he left the management of the 
schools •. There is no doubt, of course, that Clement him-
s.elf. supervised and guided all the schools but his main 
y.r.ork, was .. the .. supervision of a higher school for the more 
advanced students. Several of his biographers make ~ention 
··.of:. -the: .. above fact. Thus one of them says: 11 Clement used 
to ,give;more .. time to the training of his advanced and most 
promising for. the work pupils." 1) Further on the same bi-
o·grapher writes concerning the guidance of. the little ones: 
·"And us: humble and unworthy creatures he tried to draw closer 
to him. 11.2):<,;In other words the schools which Clement found-
ed>Were of two kinds; elementary and secondary. The first 
_ were· only supervised by him, whereas he himself was both 
'the supervisor and the instructor of the latter. 'l'he sec on-
dary,_ schools were again of tywo kinds: one school for his 
most intimate friends who always lived and worked with him, 
and anoth~r.: for temporary lectures and talks only, according 
to the length of time he remained in one parish. Concerning 
; those temporary lectures· one of his biographers writes: 
. "In .every .. parish he had a number of men, and not a fe'N were 
they, .for in: all the districts put together they numbered 
1500 students. With. those he mostly conversed, interpreting 
tor.them the deeper passages of the Scriptures." 3) 
Ivanoff, I. The Life of Clement. P• 22. 
Ibid •. P• 54 
Vankoff, N. I. A Short HistorL of the Educational 
Movement in Bu. ga.ria. p. 9. 
The subjects taught in the elementary schools were 
writing, memorization of prayers and church songs, 
.. and.~ the order. of .the worship service. The subjects taught 
inithe secondary schools were such as would provide the 
i:nipils, with, sufficient knowledge to enable them to be come 
.priests, sextons, deacons, presbyters, and founders and 
.teachers of schools. "Christian teaching, church worship, 
the.iBible; the life of the saints, the works of the holy 
. . 
iF~thers., religious sermons, psalm-singing and chanting, and 
the~·.' interpretation. of the harder passages of the above, were 
the primary concern of the higher schools." 1) 
,· ,·' ,' 
; Little is known of the methods used in those first 
schools. Research shows that they were such as would be 
. a:ccessible by the pupils. Clement did his best to fit the 
·method to the ability and understanding of the child. 11 As 
· ,' an Archbishop he always tried to aQ.just his sermons to the 
apprehension.of his audience; as a teacher he tried to ad-
:'just his- methods to the ability and understanding of his 
pupi·ls. tt: 2). That there was a great tendency to fit the 
subject-matter. to the ability, age, and understanding of 
· "the:. ·~hild .. show the .works of writers of that period. Thus 
·';it:':is··known. that Bishop Constantine, one of Clement's ablest 
\pupils,; wrote prayers for children in the form of acl'ostics 
the letters of the Slavic alphabet. His aim was two-
·. He wanted to make the learning of the alphabet easi-
and: at the same time profitable by having the children 
)." ~,;·~ ::· :. 
_Op. cit., P• 12~ 
>Ibid.. .p. 12. 
learn prayers. 
A later teacher and writer, Chernorizetz Hrabre at-
tempted an explanation of the meaning of the names of the 
letters of the alphabet 11 so that they would not learn them 
mechanically, parrot-like, but vyith their reason. 11 1} Thus 
he told his pupils that the Hebrews called their first let-
ter 11 alef11 , meaning 11 be studious". "Imitating the Hebrews 11 , 
he said, 11the Greeks called their first letter 'alpha', 
meaning 1 seek'. In Slavic_", he went on, "the name of the 
first letter is 1 az 1 which means 'seek God111 • 2} 
The. pupils of the first school were of different age 
and of different origin, but practically all, except those 
who lived right near the school, were obliged to live in 
the one general school building. That was a very strict 
regulation for the older students. "The practice of Clement 
to have p~rsonal contact with all his pupils, serving as a 
constant guide to the inexperienced teachers of the time, 
was of profound significance to the welfare of the young 
institution. 11 3) 
11 Aside from mastering the teaching of the Christian 
Religion, getting acquainted with the order of the worship 
service, and learning how to read and write, special atten-
tion was given to the moral life of the pupils, as the lat-
ter aimed at standing higher morally than the Greek·and 
Latin clergy." 4} Not only that but Clement thought that 
1 ) Op • cit • p • 12 • 
2} 
3} 
4) 
Ibid 
Misheff, D. Our School Through the Ages. p. 4. 
Noykoff, p. M. im Outline of the Education in Bu.Jlg~ia 
to the Time of Paissi. p. 11. 
moral prestige was a necessary prerequisite of the first 
.. pioneers of the new religion. The biographers of Clement 
all point out the ra.ct that 11 his pupils stood very high 
·in their moral life and teaching." 1) 
' ,.,.. ... ~. 
Education during the First Bulgarian Kingdom was free 
as the: government and the people were responsible for the 
financial'· support of the schools. This system of free edu-
cation was introduced by Clement 1 s teacher lviethodius, who 
during his life-time had several times visited Bulgaria, 
·.· ahd given the Bulgarian people their first Slavic alphabet • 
. Of him it was said:·· 11 To all people he fl'eely ·proclaimed · 
·the good; equally to all he gave the light of the Gospel; 
to· all he gave the· food of the Spil'i t, and never took any 
recompense for those." 2) Following the example Of his 
teacher, Clement introduced the same system of free edu-
'cation in the schools he opened in Bulgaria. Vlri ters of 
that period emphasize the fact that hi·s pupils v1ho later 
became teachers· did not accept any material reward for thei 
work amongthe people either. Their only reVIard was not 
being obliged to'pay taxes i:io the government. 
·Clement's religious and educational worlc in Bulgaria 
lasted seven years. During that period of time he trained 
" about 3500 students, all of whom also devoted their lives 
to the development of the religious and educational worlc 
in the country. 
1)., Op. cit. p. 11. 
2) · Vankoff, N. I. A Short History ofithe Educ~tional Movement in Bulgar a. p • .LU • 
As an Archbishop Clement contributed to education in 
two main ways~ first by introducing education to the people, 
and second, by supplying the country with a large number of 
religious and educational boo.ks. In "The Life of Clement" 
' 
Ivanoff says: ·. "He found the people altogether ignorant of 
the Word of God and the Gospel, and untrained in any of the 
·things that adorn the church and inspire the people in the 
spiritof' piety, devotion·and godliness." 1) In the same 
connection Noykoff writes· of Clement's work: "He gave no 
sleep to his eyes and no slumber to his eyebrows in order to 
take care of his sheep 1 and fight against their ignorance •11 2 
Clement gave special attention to·the clergy, to those who 
were goingcout among the people to baptize them ~n the name 
of Christ, teaching them the proper order of worship, psalm-
singing and chanting, and prayers. Nor did he limit his 
time to the teaching of the clergy alone. He spent the 
same amount of time and energy giving religious instruction 
to every Bulgarian citizen. 
Aside from being the founder and organizer of the 
first Bulgarian school, Clement made·a very great contribu-
tion to education by composing and putting together a big 
collection of church sermons for all occasions, w~ek-days, 
sundays, and holidays. ~.rhose sermons were so clear that 
the most stupid and ignorant person could understand. 
"Through them he, fed the souls of the most ignorant ones, 
1) 
2) 
Ivanoff, I. The Life of Clement. p. 62. 
Noykoff, P.M. An Outline of the Education in Bulgaria 
to the Time of Paissi. P• 13. 
as though he fed with milk those who were in no condition to 
take hard food." 1) Those popular discourses, later copied 
by monks and priests, and delivered by them in the churches, 
helped more than anything else for the spreading of the Chris 
tian Religion among the Bulgarian people. 
The tremendous services of Clement for the First King-
dom·were rewarded with big amounts of gold. The latter, the 
great religious teacher invested in schools, churches and 
monasteries. Those, however, were not Clement's main contri-
bution and concern. · The soul of the people came first in 
his estimation. That was why he gave.more than half of his 
estates to help the poor and the needy. One of his biograph-
ers writes: "Clement fed the people with the Word of God, 
the eternal bread that feeds the spirit, but at the same 
time· he did not forget to give physical nurisbment to those 
. in need of it, for otherwise he would have imitated his Jesus 
only in part, knowing that Jesus gave both, physical and 
spiritual food to the ignorant. 11 2) 
To Clement is attributed the composing of the Slavic 
alphabet which is used in Bulgaria today and which replaced 
the one composed by the two brothers, Cyril and Methodius. 
About that merit it was said: "Clement thought out another 
set of writing signs which were of greater clarity than those 
devised by Cyril and Methodius, the wise. Using those signs 
Clement wrote the Holy Scripture and the praiseworthy dis-
· 1) .. L• Matorr. The Life of Clement. P• 63. 
2) · Dorosieff, L. I. Our First Teachers and Schools • P • 13 • 
courses and lives of martyrs and saints.and spiritual songs. 
Those signs he taught to the children the ablest and worthi-
est of whom he let and installed in the office of priest-
hood." 1) 
From the above it becomes clear that during the reign 
of King Boris in Bulgaria was laid the foundation of the 
first ·educational institution. 1rhe latter owes its exis-
tence to Clement, who has rightly been called "the Patriarch 
of the Bulgarian teachers and pedagogues, the Patriarch of 
all Bulgarian literary writers, church.preachers and orators 
and the Pat:roiarch of all Bulgarian church hierarchs and fa-
thers. 11 2) The purpose· or ideal of the first national 
school was the Christianization of the nation and the cre-
ation of churches. King Boris aimed at creating a national 
school to which everybody could have an access. "The new 
religion of the young King created the first Bulgarian 
school, and the first Bulgarian school created the first 
national church. 11 3) · 
1) Matoff, L. The Life of Clement •. p. 65 
2) Dorosieff, L. I. Our First Teachers and Schools. p • 19 3 ) Noykoff, P • M. An Outline of the Education in Bulgaria 
to the Time of Paissi. P• 14. 
CHAPTER II 
TEE GOLDEN AGE OF SIMEON 
The period between 893 and 92'7 is known as the Golden 
Age in Bulgarian history. Under King Boris' son and succes-
sor to the crown, the famous Bulgarian King Simeon, the ed-
ucat~onal moyement took another course. The emphasis was not 
so much on the schools for those were already well under way 
but on the literature which King Simeon thought was the only 
thing that would keep both the church and the school going. 
While still a young boy King Simeon was sent by his fa-
ther to the Royal School in Constantinople, where the mem-
bers of the Greek royal family and all great scholars of the 
time received their education. In that school the young boy 
studied courses on theology, rhetoric and logic. Realizing 
that Byzantium owed its elevation to its rich literature, he 
made up his mind to raise his own little kingdom by raising 
its theological-philosophical literature. During the reign 
of King Boris there had been translated and ·written some books 
. but, they were extremely simple and could no longer serve tre 
·o.· -·-· 
new needs of the developing church and school. "Unlike Si-
meon, Boris knew nothing of books that contained deeper and 
fuller interpretation of Christianity .and its problems • 11 1) 
" " 
Any Bulgarian who like Simeon sought higher education had to 
'i'' 
se~k it outside his country, in Constantinople. The hard-
. ~ ' ' ·_: 
ships and inconveniences of this were familiar to the young 
Vankoff, N. I. A Short History of the Education in 
'"' Bulgaria. P• 13. 
, .. ' 
:rzuler.• who had experienced them personally. '.Chat was why his 
educational aim was then directed toward providing the coun-
try with the ~ost important and the most useful theolog~cal 
and philosophical works in simple Bulgarian language, so that 
his country-men would no longer be compelled to seek education 
in Greece nor to depend on her for any literary works. •.ro 
attain his ideal, to free his national church and school from 
all outside influence, Simeon, like the Ancient Romans who 
tried to free Rome from its religious dependence on Greece, 
translated into Bulgarian all worthwhile Greek literature. 
To this task he gave all his energy and power. 
As soon as Simeon sat on the throne he gathered around 
him all noted Bulgarian scholars, and on them imposed the 
task of translating and writing literary works. He, himself, 
:1.. 
not only. took part with the quill, but was their very teacher 
and guide.- 11 Thus was created that rich Bulgarian literature 
which has ever since served the people of the East-Orthodox 
S lavdom. 11 1) 
·Being deeply interested in literary works simeon had 
collected a very rich library of books with whose contents 
he was thoroughly familiar. One of his contemporary writers 
said of him: "After King Simeon became a master of all his 
books, both, old and new, heathenistic and Christian; after 
he. became acquainted with the works of all religious teachers 
and understood the wisdom of st. John, at whose divine grace 
1) Op. cit. p. 13 
he was amazed, he selected the best works of st. John and 
compiled a book which he called 1A Collection of Sermons by 
a Wise Man 111 • 1) Collecting the works of many wise men 
Simeoncompiled another more extensive book. Together with 
the religiou~ ser~ons which occupy the largest part, in the 
same collection are found historical and geographical notes 
and philosophical essays. r.rhe latter part contains a list 
of the names of mariy famous men with notes on their work and 
contributions., 11 Simeon 1 s Collection11 , as the book was called 
. made many scholars think it was . the best text book for the 
secondary schools, and it was used as such for a long period 
of time. 
From an educational standpoint the literature created 
during Simeon's reign had made a step forvmrd by having 
works of a secular nature introduced into the school. r.rhus 
one writer of that period wrote essays on the heavens with 
the aim of giving the students a first-hand knowledge of as-
tronomy and anthropology. Another attempted a description 
of man's body, condemning those that stood against the study 
of physiology, claiming that natural science was the foun-
dation of theology since the greatness of God could best be 
seen through the study of His creations. 
The large amount of translation work done during Simeon' 
reign was used as subject-matter in the secondary school, 
whose scholastic standing was higher than that of its foun-
1) Op . cit • p • 13. · 
der. The main -subjects taught in the higher schools during 
this period were: grammar, rhetoric, and theology. Their 
aim, like that of their predecessors, was to prepare church 
leaders, priests, deacons, writers, and teachers. 
Little is known about the elementary school during 
that period as the secondary school was of first importance 
to Simeon. Following the example of Clement Simeon took 
care to see that it was accessible to all. In the words 
of Vankoff, 11 it was the desire of Simeon that every .child 
learn how to read and write his language and learn.his dai-
ly prayers, as he saw no hope for the little kingdom except 
.. 
through the doors of education." 1) 
1) Op • cit • p. 14. · 
• ,/ 
' -~ 
';j ·I 
PART II 
EDUCATION DURING. THE GREEK RULE 
~ l ' ' 
CHAPTER I 
·. DECLINE OF: EDUCATION 
· After' the death of King Simeon~ ( 927), the Bulgarian 
li ter.atu're 1 s·~J:ib()i a.nd education 1 deprived of his protec-
tion, began· to· decline. His follower on the throne,. King 
Pete~, did.~not·~b·s~~ss any of the good qualities or his · 
father>' 11He w~s qulet, ambitionless and initiativeless, 
and incli~edtoward a life of hermitage. 11 1) During his 
". reign ( 927~-969·)-, the royal care of and attention to the 
school· cleclineci, ··'and the splendour of the old-Bulgarian lit-
e rat~re' faded. away" The decline of the above was acceler-
ated with the· internal dissolution of' the.country which be-
. gan right after Simeon 1 s death. With his marriage to the 
Byzantine Princess Marie, and the influence which Byzan-
' ' : ' ' 
tium begB.n to exercise over the life of the country because 
.o.:f this relationship, King Peter brought upon himself the 
-~ . 
dissatisfaction of the people who uprose twice trying to 
dethrone him and put one of his younger brothers in his 
place. 
Weak· as Bulgari·a was iintermii..y she had to fight with 
. her next door neighbor who was impatiently 'wvai ting to snap 
at her.· Finally, in- 1019, after twenty eight years or: wa:r . 
. ,, '~ '=' . ,, . "-· 
Bulgaria fell a ready prey in the hands of Byzantium. 
Having brought the country under his control, Basil, the 
Greek King, drove all of Bulgaria's aristocracy and best 
1) Noykoff, P •. M. An Outline of the Education in Bulgaria 
. to the Time of Paissi •. P• 17. 
leaders and, scholars·as captives to Constantinople, where 
they were -·compelled to serve the Greek Empire. With that 
Bulgaria 1 s literature, church and education were deprived of 
the· care 'of her kings and of the beneficial worlr of her re-
ligious leaders. The higher school for which Clement gave 
his life and Simeon was so attached to, now disappeared from 
existence. Only in the western part of the country, the 
place where Ciement devoted most of his life, and where Bul-
garia's religious Patriarch was still trying to instruct the 
people in the Christian Religion, was left a trace of in-
dependence, and a few elementary schools, whose condition 
was deplorable, found. This is very clear in the letter 
· which Bulgaria 1 s last Patriarch, Teofilakt, sent to a father 
who wanted to send his son to him to study. "'.rhe schools 11 
' 
wrote Teofilakt, 11 have declined. They are on the road to 
destruction. The ones that still exist can only train church 
chanters. Your son will not reach any success with us, for 
we offer nothing of study. Under the present existing con-
ditions I forgot all I knew. Your son can be instructed in 
psalm-singing, but that is about all." 1) On the other 
hand the Greek clergy who were responsible for the spiritu-
al welfare of the nation, led a life of laziness and inunorali 
ty. Having secured their positions through bribery, they 
paid no attention whatsoever to the education of the people. 
They only branch of study still kept up by the church was 
1) Vankoff, N. I. A Short History of the Educational 
Movement in Bulgaria. P• 15. 
chanting. Everything else was forgotten and neglected. 
Whatever. religious workers there were in the country had 
absolutely no.education and preparation for it. Neither 
,:~),,;' . .,~:'~ ~'" ' " ,:, ' . : '' 
did .the immoral life of the Greek clergy offer anything 
worthy of imitation. 
,.,,,c:' . 
... ' ., \ ... ~\. ~ .. ·. 
\ ,•, 
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CHAPTER II 
CONTRIBUTION OF THE BOGOMILS 
During the decline of formal education in Bulgaria, 
when the latter was still under Greek rule, there appeared 
in the country a new educational current which was a product 
of a new religious mevement called the 11 Bogomilstvo11 , and 
which movement very rapidly spread to the remotest section 
of the country. The Bogomilstvo was a riew conception of the 
' ' ' ' . ' 
Christian Religion altogether different from and contrary to 
the general one. It is very much like the ideas which ap-
peared later', duril1g the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries in 
Western Europe, and later in Russia whose best exponent was 
Lev Tolstoy.· The Bogomils conceived of Christianity as an 
idealistic teaching, recognizing only moral power and moral 
virtues and considering all physical power and physical quali-
ties as an incarnation of evil. Like the movements of the 
later centuries, the Bogomilstvo aimed at cultivating the 
· ideal and best nature in man and suppressing the physical, 
In virtue of that conception of religion, the new movement 
appeared a strong opponent to the Greek Hierarchy which was 
established purely on worldly power and material gains. Under 
the existing conditions the new religious movement became 
ex~eedingly popular, attracting to itself great masses of 
people. The strong influence of the Bogomilstvo and its wide 
spread were most noticable in times of revolt when the people 
attempted to·overthrow the Greek rule. At those times it 
took the form of a propagator of a new religious education 
in the·· country. The problem of this new education was to im-
part to the masses the new conception of the Christian re-
ligion. and to teach them to practice it. 11 The aim of edu-
cation was no longer the man of the world who lived according 
to the Christian principles, but the ascetic, the hermit, who 
had cleaned and purified his body through prayer, fasting 
and torture, having devoted himself wholly to spiritual p~ac­
tices." 1) 
The administration and organization of the schools 
changed completely with the new religious movement. Instead 
of the free public schools to which everyone had access, 
there now sprang up secret educational circles and secret 
·schools. liThe Bogomil teachers would not take just anybody 
to those schools, but only those in whom they discovered abi-
lity to receive arid assimilate their religious ideas." 2) 
Presbyter Cozma, a writer of that period, tells of how the 
Bogomils went about the country teaching the people about 
salvation: liTo all they preached the truths of the Christian 
Religion and condemned the church for her wrong ide as .ll 3) 
The method of teaching with the Bogomils repre s·ented an 
im-p-rovement over those employed before. It differed mainly 
in that it made a much greater effort in fitting the subject-
matter to the ability and age of the child. Their very teach 
2) 
3) 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
P• 19 • 
P• 19. 
to the Time of Paissi. p. 18. 
ing was popular, hence well known by those who came to them 
for study. Its outstanding characteristic was clarity and 
picturesqueness. Through those media the Bogomils tried to 
convey their ideas to the pupils. Thus against the abstract 
descriptions used by the teachers and writers of Simeon's 
da.y, the Bogomils set clear and vivid ones. 'I' he following 
iSFJUCh a description of the Last Judgment. 11 Antichrist, 
with fingers like scythes, eyes that burn like stars and 
hairs like spears, will appear. Afte~his destruction Judg-
ment will take place. The whole earth, with all its woods, 
tnountains and beasts, will be set on fire. The wind will 
blow from all four corners of the earth and scatter all the 
ashes. The earth will then get white and clean like perga-
ment, smooth like a white table, with no more woods, moun-
tains and valleys •. Then will the Son of God appear to judge 
the wicked. Woe are they~" 1) 
With the Bogomils the form of expression was the con-
versational one, which they thought was better fitted to 
their audiences than the dogmatic one. The same was true of 
the teaching of their own ideas. The latter were so worked 
out as to fit the age, ability and understanding of the stu-
dent. The methods and ways of instruction of the Bogomils 
are very clear in the books of training, found today in the 
apocriphal children's testaments, composed by them. In 
tho~e testaments they wrote mostly about the works of Christ 
and his way of teaching. Some of those books give accounts 
1) Op • cit • p • 20 • 
of the different· methods of teaching used by the Greek tea-
chers at that time, which methods were ridiculed by the Bo-
gomils. The ridicule consists mostly in the. inability of 
those teachers to·understand their pupils. The following is 
such a story found in one of those children's testaments. 
Apresumptuous Greek teacher tries to teachJesus the Greek 
alphabet. Without the slightest apprehension that that stu-
dent is already familiarwith the alphabet and can himself 
dictate·to the teacher the letters following the ones he is 
trying topresent, he persists in his efforts even at the 
expense of violence over him. Another teacher tries to con-
vey to Jesus his practices of sorcery without being able to 
understand that Jesus possesses a far better art of healing 
than the teacher himself. 1) 
Because of their ability to understand people, the B~ 
gomils succeeded in spreading their ideas among the people 
in an extremely short time. In this way the new movement 
soon became the popular religion of the people, being able 
to unite the great masses and protect them from the bad in-
fluence of the Greeks, both, religiously and politically. 
Thus the Bogomilstvo made an important contribution to the 
history of the Bulgarian people and their education. Aside 
from that, it also gave them, though in a crude and elemen-
tary fashion, some of the greatest truths of the Christian 
religion, truths which saved the people from heathenism. 
1) Stanimiroff, s. s. History of the Bulgarian Church. 
Ch. IV. Origin and Teaching of the Bogomils. pp.92--lll· 
.... 
In that way the· Bogomilstvo reached a point in education 
which the school of the First Kingdom had not reached. 
The education of the Bogomils did not have a lasting 
influence in Bulgaria, however. Two reasons accounted for 
that. In the 'first place the school being conducted secret-
ly could not benefit by the general public discussion and 
criticism. The second reason for its disappearance was its 
conception of worldly and material things, i. e. it conceived 
of the Christian teaching not as a moralization of the physic 
al power in man, but only as an aspiration toward the des-
truction of that power. "This negative attitude of the Bo-
gomilstvo toward the political power of the country became 
an anachronism, and it soon lost all its meaning for the 
country.n 1} 
l) Noykoff, P. lil. An Outline of the Education in Bulgaria 
to the Time of Paissi. p. 21. 
PART III 
EDUCATION DURING THE SECOND KINGDOM 
,' ;, 
CHAPTER I 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PERIOD 
In 1186 Bulgaria succeeded in overthrowing the rule of 
the Greeks and re-establishing her independence for two cen-
turies. Th~t period or ~he period just before the coming 
. of the Turks to the Balkans, was altogether unfavorable for 
' ... •. 
the development <?f Bulgaria's education. The first years 
of the Second Kingdom were filled with constant warfare with 
; . -~ '• . . '- .. 
Byzantium for complete independence of all her parts, and 
.\ ' .. ' . ' 
wars, too, against the individual Bulgarian rulers of those 
sections. Here also belong the fights against the Latinians, 
and toward the. end of that era the wars against the Turks, 
who, having crossed into Europe began their conquests of the 
Balkan Peninsula. 
By that time many dynasties had made themselves promi-
nent. Their constant fights against each other for power 
made education an impossibility. At one time the country 
fell under a dynasty o.t Tartars, who did not in any way un-
, ' 
derstand the spiritual needs of the people. Only during the 
first half of the 13th century, during the reign of King 
Asen II (1218--1241), and the middle of the 14th century, 
during the reign of Ivan Alexander ( 1331--:-1365), and Ivan 
Shishrnan (1365--1393), were there any favorable conditions 
for education in the country. 
Internally the outstanding manifestation of life in the 
.country represented the fights against the numerous reli-
gious sects, mostly fights against the degenerate Bogomil-
stvo. The persecution was.done by condemning their here-
tical teachings, burning their books, imprisoning their 
leaders and driving out of the country their followers. In 
1211 there was summoned a congress against the Bogomils, at 
which they were excamunicated from the church. At a later 
convention, 1350, at which King Alexander presided, they 
•. 
were condemned to be driven out of the country, so that an 
end to the religious fights, at least, would be put • 
.. 
CHAPTER II 
,' .. " 
, RISE OF THE MONASTERY SCHOOL 
The new educational ideal which sprang up under those 
unfavorable circumstances was entirely dif'ferent from that 
. . "' ,. 
or. th.e, · preceeding era. In the first place it was no longer 
the ideal. o~ negative Christianity, fighting against both, 
~: ' . 
church.and state, but a positive Christianity which lived 
and worked in harmony with worldly things and physical povv-
er. Secondly, it was no more an ideal of a secret Chris;..3.··· 
t.:Lanyfai th, founded only on personal authority and interpre-
tation, .1Jut an open, clear Christianity founded on objective 
norms recognized by the official church and state and mani-
festing itself in definite ways and forms. In other words, 
"the educational ideal of that period offered a ldnd or 
Christianity which expressed itself in certain outward vir-
tues, revealed in a certain definite form." 1) 
. In the same way the organization of education during 
that p~riod was different. It was no longer secret, even 
though it was not as free and accessible as it had been du-
ring the First Bulgarian Kingdom. Exposed to outside per-
secution and criticism it maintained the ideal never to let 
itself degenerate by incompetent leaders. That was why the 
form of the school during that period had a collegiate 
character, teachers and students lived together in special 
institutions which they called 11 colleges 11 • 
i) Op. cit. P• 23. 
·· ·.·.. The type of. education that had just begun to become 
popular in the country was that of the monastery. Every 
one desirous of education could go there under one condi-
tion only, that ·he become. a member of the monastery staff; 
that he promise to live and serve in the monastery, at the 
same time promising.to study hard in order to become an ac-
complished religious worker. In that way the monastery 
school became a.career of an educational ideal which demand-
ed of every Christian to'live in accordance with the teaching 
of Christ. uin order to protect themselves from the influ-
ence of. the numerous religious sects in existence, as also 
to create moral habits and virtues cor1•esponding to Christ's 
teaching, the students devoted their lives to the monastery, 
studying religious books, practicing the Christian virtues, 
and following :bheLLei:aniple of their teachers and older monks, 
from whom they never_parted. 11 1) 
That the monastery was the main educational factor in 
Bulgaria at that time corroborate several manuscripts. In 
a book of instructions for monks found at the Rilo Monaste-
ry, dating to the very beginning of the existence of that 
monastery, are found the following words: 11 Strengthen and 
sanctify ye in the faith of Ghrist the newly enlightened of 
your pasture, and instruct and advise them· to leave the ab-
surd pagan practices and the vicious morals." 2) 
.Other proofs that the monastery was the only educational 
Op. cit. P• 23. 
Ibid. p. 24 .• 
institution at that time are found in the biographies of 
f'amous men of. that period v1hose authors tell of their edu-
catio:nand the way they received it. 
The best information about the 'monastery school is 
found in the constitution of the Bachkovsky Monastery, which 
very:. well describes· the form of government, administration, 
andcollegiate·life .of the institution. As it was forbidden 
to admit young boys to that monastery its foun.der arranged 
a special school for the beginners in the neighboring mo-
nastery of St •. Nicholas. 11 In the monastery of st. Nicholas 11 , 
he·wrote, 11we have admitted, after very careful se:tection, 
a. number of young boys where they are expected to live to-
gether, study and get trained. Here must be appointed some 
old_ priest, filled with.virtues and knowledge, in order to 
be able to instruct them in the Word of the Lord, and at 
·the same time serve ~n the church of the monastery. The 
boys will be obliged to study under that reverent father. 
Ther·e they will receive food and clothing, and remain in it 
until they have mastered all the books and reached to the 
highest office of priesthood. And only after they have 
growri long beards will they be admitted to the higher mo-
nastery (Bachkovsky) to begin practicing and serving as 
priests ••••• Those of the~, however, who prove unworthy of 
that position will be sent away as people who alone made 
'themselves to blame for their own banishment •11 1) 
.. 1). 10p. cit. p. 25. 
During that period there were found schools of two very 
distinct types, the elementary and the secondary~ The first 
ones offered-elementary knowledge in religion and church 
worship, whereas in the secondary ones the students could 
penetrate deeper into the dogmas of the Christian Religion. 
An elementary school represented each monastery of itself, 
whereas the secondary schools represented the colleges near 
or in the monastery, founded by religious men specially for 
that purpose. 
The subjects taught in the elementary school were about 
the same. as those taught in -former times, namely: reading, 
writing, chanting, and worship. In addition to those the 
mastery of Christian virtues constituted the most important 
part of education during that epoch. All religious fathers, 
then, tried to display their religiousness mainly through 
the following five virtues which had to be mastered early in 
school, and through which alone, they believed perfect Chris-
tianity was attained: silence, temperance, vigilance, hum-
bleness and patience. The latter could be attained through 
constant practice in singing, chanting, praying, washing 
oneself and doing manual labour. Special attention was given 
to the latter.. In the instructions for the monks of the 
Rilo Monastery were found the following words: 11 lvlanual 
labour should never be neglected, but work should always be 
in your hands and prayer on your lips." 1) 
1 ) Op . cit. p • 26 • 
.: ,. The education in the higher school consisted not only 
in·a fuller mastery of the Christian virtues through a strict 
· ~eligious life .of praying, reading, writing of books, etc., 
but also in a more thorough acquaintance with the theory of 
Christianity, in studying Christian dogmas and knowing the 
deviations of~the latter, and finally in knowing the ways of 
fighting against the delusions of all heretical teachings·. 
Great excitement took place in the monastery of the 
time when Patriarch hYtimi introduced the study of philolo-
gy in his,school. In his youth Evtimi visited and studied 
in many different monasteries under hif??hly educated and 
well know:ri monks • · In one of those he made .a very thorough 
study of the Greek language as used in the religious books, 
at the same time following·the translation of the same in 
. 
his own native tongue. As a result of that effort he dis-
covered a great many. deviations frOIJl the original Christian 
truths because. of inaccurate translation. Convinced that 
the main reason for distorting the truths of Christianity 
sprang from that, he made it his aim to look through all the 
books of Christian content and see that their language cor-
responded with the contents. Thus the study of correct ex-
pression of Christian ideas became the main subject in his 
school. In this way along with the study of theology, lo-
gic and rhetoric was studied also philolbgy. 
As a result of that yarieby of courses the country was 
supplied with a better and fuller system of education. The 
iatter 1 s aim was to raise the standard of the secondary 
school. With ··that in view education made a step forward as 
it necessiated better educated teachers 1 and it was the lat-
ter who were responsible for the foundation of newer and 
more progressive schools. 
There are very few sources that give any information 
about the methods used in the schools of that period. In 
one of his essays, K. Kostenchki, a teacher and writer of 
that time, suggests that in studying the alphabet the chil-
dren need not learn the names of the letters but only, their 
sounds. 11When studying the alphabet they should put the 
sign of the cross before the first letter, asking God to 
help in the undertaking." 1) In another essay Kostenchki 
describes the way in which the pupil's v1ere taught to read: 
11 The study of the alphabet lasted until it was mastered by 
the pupils ·so that they could name the letters not in the 
order in Vlhich they came but by looking at them. After that 
they passed to the reading of syllables and words 1 beginning 
with the study of the morning prayer which the teacher was 
first to divide into syllables for them. 'l'he child first 
pronounced every letter separately, then combined the let-
ters into syllables and the syllables into v1ords and final-
ly into sentences •11 2) After thus learning the morning 
prayer, the children passed to the study and memorization 
1) Vankoff, N. I. A Short History of the Educational 
;'f Movement in Bulgaria. p. 19· 
2) Ibid. p. 19. 
of the folloWi!J,g_prayers: nHoly is the Lord of Host 11 , 
uGlory to God11 , 11 Holy Trinity", "our Father", 11Lord Have 
Mercy Upon Us 11 , 11 0ome, Let Us Worship 11 , and others. All 
prayers had to be interpreted and their meaning known. 
The monastery schools of the Second Bulgarian Kingdom 
prepared many literary men, teachers and scholars VJho·conti-
nued their educational work among the people even during the 
dark ages of Turkish oppression. 11 'rhose schools established 
and fixed in the people a great religious ideal±-tnan should 
strive to .be a true Christian--which ideal consolidated the 
Bulgarian nation and kept its national consciousness alive 
during the years that followed." 1) 
1) Op. cit. P• 20. 
r ,·· 
PART IV 
~-
EDUCATION DURING THE PERIOD OF TURKISH OPPRESSION 
,)' 
-~- ---~-------------~ 
CHAPTER I 
·· TEE NEW PROBLE1'l OF THE MON.AST&'tY SCHOOL 
At the end 'oi the 14th century Bulgaria fell under the 
wOrst educ'at'ional conditions that can be found in the histo-
ry of a~.y·· hation. In 1393 she became a province or the 
Tu~klsh ~pire. The conquest of the country was accompanied 
by ~·great' devastation of its towns and villages and by in-
describable cruelties to the population. The spiritual and 
religio~s leaders were lost, some were exiled, many killed 
or forced to become Moslern, while others fled away to other 
co\ll'ltries. ·The simple and ignorant class of people left 
were not able to do very much about the education .of the 
country, if only because they were constantly exposed to de-
vastation' arid ravaging on the part of the Turkish soldiers 
fo'r the. completion of their conquests. 
According to B·ulgaria' s historians the only thing that 
saved the Bulgarian eduoatl.on during those ages of slavery 
was the industry and diligence of the people. In discussing 
the Labour Problem in Bulgaria,· Mr. P. Glooshkoff, a lead-
. 1 :,\' 
fng printer and business man in the country, says: "The 
. . ' ~ i '., 
greatest virtue of the Bulgarian has been his spirit of in-
dustry. It is his industry and thrift that lifted him up 
from his' secular thraldom under the sultans and his spiri-
tual. subjection under the ,Greek P~triarchy ••• When our pea-
. . . 
s ants' aside from their home tasks, were forced ·to work 
gratis for the Turldsh begs; when our artisans from early 
morning till late evenings used to manufacture their goods 
for the public .fairs and holidays; when their women, out-
side their usual house drudgery, used, during the long win-
ter nights, to spin, weave, and make cloths and rugs for the 
Constantinople market, it was then that the foundation of 
modern .free Bulgaria was laid down. The indefatiguable ef-
forts of the Bulgarian peasant or artisan soon rendered him 
opulent, and in due time he commenced to buy out the proper-
ty of his masters the begs and became the possessor of his 
own home and his own land •11 l) Thus supplied with land, the 
Bulgarian peasants soon got rich and became an important 
·and necessary asset of the Turkish Empire. soon the 1furki'sh 
begs began treating their Bulgarian subjects better allow-
ing them freedom to profess their faith and worship in their 
Christian.churches. 
· · To meet their religious needs the Bulgarian peasants 
had to have·trained clergy. The latter had to be educated 
in some sort of an institution. This necessiated the estab-
lishment of the first type of educational institution during 
the.first. years. of Turkish oppression. The new school was 
· no other than the old monastery school but with new ideals. 
From a collegiate institution concerned with the education 
and salvation of its own permanent members alone, it had 
changed into an open; free, educational institution where 
·1) · Glooshltoff; P. The Labour Problem in Bulgaria. pp. 14-l • 
not only those who remained there could get an education, 
but also any one whose aim was not the carefree life of the 
monastery.· On .the. contrary, the. ideal of that school now 
was. ·to train as many religious leaders as possible who were 
to go out among their country-men to meet the religious needs 
of the people and keep Christianity alive. 
The organization of the monastery school during those 
early years was. very simple. The life of the students was 
somewhat, different from what it had been before. Those of 
them who .. were to devote their lives to work for· the monaste-
ry, as monks and .teachers, usually lived with a monk whom 
they served and from. whom they were to learn the best Chris-
tian virtues. , The day-students or those ~ho CMle there only 
temporarily were under different obligations. 11 Upon admit-
tance to .themonaatery they brought only clothes, receiving 
food,. heat:, and: light free of charge. They lived in separate 
rooms ·Called :cells. Along with their lessons they had to 
perform all sorts of services for the monastery, such as re-
ceiving. and entertaining guests and showing them around the 
significant places of the monastery; hammering the board-bell; 
helping the. sexton in his church services; singing and chan.:. 
ting during worship; working in the gardens and the fields; 
grazing the cattle, and in general, doing everything they 
we~e, asked to do." 1) 
The teaching. itself took place in special rooms called 
l) Vankoff, N. I. A Short History of the Educational 
1tovement in Bulgaria. p. 21. 
cells. , The students sat on cots, boxes, trunks, etc., along 
the walla .• , .Pn the east side usually hung an icon, the pic-
ture of. Christ or the Virgin Mary. Classes began early in 
the morning. and lasted until the middle of . the day, After 
an hour's rest afternoon classes began and lasted until 
four. o 1 clock •.. There was no· academic year as studying took 
plac.e all .the year round. 
The educational ideal of that period differed consider-
ably f~om that .of the. preceeding one. "While that of the 
first was mostly ethically-religious, the second one was 
educationally-religious." 1) Concerning the main. virtues 
sought· in that period one can judge by the contents of the 
prayers used. In their prayers the students asked God to 
help them know his Divine Truth; help them be vigilant in 
their~ prayers; grant them understanding and wisdom; open 
their ears and heart to hear and receive His message; and 
prepare .their minds to serve their country-men. 
The methods .. used. were also somewhat different, having 
made a step forward.. This was what a teacher of that time 
wrote concerning .the way instruction should be conducted: 
"'!'he. study of the alphabet should be done in the following 
manner: The child should first of all learn the Greek let-
ters of the·Slavic al:phabet and then the remaining thirteen 
Slavic. ones. The symbol of the cross should never be omit-
ted. at the beginning for it means asking God's help. The 
1 h Noykof.f ,, P. M. An Ouline of the Education in Bulgaria 
to the Tima of Paissi. p. 32. 
study of the syllable should be accompanied by the study 
of some prayer, pronouncing the syllable of every word in 
the prayer. The meaning· or· the prayers should be perfect-
ly clear to the pupils. From the very sta1•t the teacher 
· should be very ca·reful how the children write, paying more 
attention to accuracy than to good looks. If mis-takes can 
· be c6rrected later why not correct them at the very start?" 
The results of the educational efforts during the firs 
years of Turkish rule were very great. Anew the country 
was supplied with educational institutions, where: 11 the 
student, isolated from all unfavorable conditions of the 
outsideworld, free from cares about material necessities 
and always having the. example of his teacher before him, 
went out well prepared to meet the demands of his day. 11 2) 
The contribution, too, of the monastery school for the 
awakening of the people to seek learning and education was 
of great significance. Aside from training church workers 
and monastery "teachers, it also trained the most ardent 
preachers and supporters of the Christian Religion, who, 
during the five centuries that followed played an important 
role in the struggle against the trials and efforts of the 
Turks to change their faith. That same school, also, kept 
the written Bulgarian language from the influence of the 
Greeks who wanted to introduce their own alphabet and thus 
gradually Grecianize the people. 
1) Op. cit. p. 35. 
2) Vankoff, N. I. A Short History of the Educational 
Movement in Bulgaria. P• 21. 
Not only in preparing leaders for the country did the 
monastery school serve an educational purpose. It helped 
in other ways also. Every year, at the time of its holiday, 
it received great masses of people who came for worship. 
Those pilgrimages to the monastery were important means for 
-' 
keeping the people awake. Coming from all corners of the 
country the pilgrims felt united as a nation in the monaste-
ry. Away from Turks and Greeks, under the protection of the 
mountains, they had a chance to tell their woes and sorrows 
- ' 
to eachother and feel-relieved. On the other hand the 
trip-itself from one part of the country to another was 
most educational, as they had a chance to get acquainted 
with their own country and also with their educational in-
stitutions. 
C HAP'.rER I I 
CHURCH SCHOOLS OUTSIDE TEE MONASTERY 
Toward the end of' the 16th century the situation of 
the Turkish E~pire, both, internally and externally was 
most.t+nfa.vorable for Bulgaria's education. Turkey had just 
about reached the zenith of her conquests. Her army de-
feated at Vienna and her fleet destroyed by the Venetians, 
she could not think of making any further expansion. That 
being so, she directed all.her attention to the preserve.-
• '<_ ' 
tion of the lands she already had. To weaken the spirit of 
nationalism among the Bulgarians she began bringing great 
numbers of Turks from Asia Minor to Bulgaria making them 
settle among the Bulgarian population. The Turks next 
tried to destroy the faith and nationality of the people by 
forcing them to accept Mohammedanism. Where they could 
not attain their purpose willingly they killed the people 
and destroyed their temples of worship. A violent perse-
cution of all religious leaders and educators followed. 
The people themselves were persecuted and were forced to 
seek protection in the monasteries many of which were hid-
den in the mountains. A traveller passing through the 
country in 1543 wrote: 11 They have nothing save a little 
,.; . 
food for a day or so. The land of beautiful valleys and 
rich fields i~ no more. All is turned into a desert. 11 1) 
In spite of those unfavorable conditions the thirsti-
l) Noykof'f, P. M. An Outline of the Education in Bulgaria 
to the Time of Paissi · p • 38 • 
:ness of the Bulgarian for education did not cease. The 
' e f'forts of the people to guard their religion, VJhich they 
considered their only uniting power, and the only thing 
·that satisfied their interests, created a common ideal with 
them, according to which the struggle for the defense or 
-their faith was considered the highest virtue in life,aild 
those that died martyrs in that struggle were proclaimed 
as saints. :. The newly created educational ideal differed 
. 
entirely· from that of the 14th and 15th centuries. While 
the ideal of. the latter consisted in mastering the truths 
of the Christian Religion, it now demanded something new 
in addition,·name1y, an ability, a skill to guard that re-
ligion from the Turks and from all who wanted to destroy 
it.· It also aimed at strengthening all the virtues that 
Christianity could inspire in man. "Although a purely 
church-religious ideal it aimed at meeting the everyday 
needs of real life, and at the same time proved a religious 
inspiration to the practical, hard-working lubourer. 11 1) 
In the same way the aim of education during that pe-
riod differed from that of the preceeding one. The new 
conditions had compelled the educator to seek for deeper 
penetration and comprehension of the Christian truths, and 
especially an interpretation of its distinctive featul"e s 
from those of Mohammedanism. To do this they needed more 
than an elementary education, and a knowledge of higher 
l) Misheff, D. Our School Through the Ages. P• 20. 
subjects, such as theology, philosophy, grammar, and rheto-
ric. 
·The distinctive feature of this epoch, ho·wever, lay in 
the form in which that ideal was presented. It was no long-
er the form of the old Slavic language in which all know-
ledge had been given heretofore. On the contrary, the 
everyday language of the working man became the medium 
through which knowledge was. imparted. Education aimed at 
presenting itself in the most widely spoken dialect in or-
der to be understo.od by all. All subjects now taught were 
written in the simple language of the masses. 
The organization of education was also different from 
what it had been before. The relationship between teacher 
and student had changed. During the preceeding age as soon 
as the student entered the monastery he remained under the 
strict control of his teachers. All life long he had to 
obey the commands of those above him. During the present 
age, the student stayed under the control of his teacher on-
ly by a voluntary consent. He had to pay his teacher if he 
expected the latter to teach him. As soon as he stopped 
paying the relations between the two were broken. 
Another great step forward was the situation of the 
school itself. While it was distanced from the people be-
fore, it had now come out of the monastery and gone among 
the people in the towns and villages. The monastery schools 
,continued to exist during this period also, but only'as 
higher institutions of learning where those Vlho wished to 
specialize in the teaching profession went after having 
finished ~the schools in the tovms and villages. 
The main educational institutions of this period were 
of three types: the monaste.ryc:school, the church school, 
and the school- of the professional men. '£he first one VI as 
in the hands of the monks. The second was usually a part 
of the church building, or was built in the- church yard 
specially for that purpose. It consisted of one room only 
which bore the name of 11 cell 11 • "During his free. time the 
·priest gathered children in his cell and instructed them 
in elementary education for which they paid him according 
to their visits." 1) The third type of schools were opened 
later than the church schools. 'rheir founders were the 
chanters and sextons of the church, but later many of those 
who knew how to read and write began conducting such school 
·also. 
f • The .organization of all those schools rested upon the 
agreement. made voluntarily between the parents and the 
teacher. The latt·er took the initiative of opening the 
school, but he could only do so provided a sufficient 
number of parents were willing to pay for the education of 
., 
their children. The teacher, of course, had no need of a 
large income from his pupils for teaching was not his 
1) Vankoff, 111. I. A History of the Education in Bulgaria 
to the Time of the Liberation. p. 16. 
primary occupation. The essential support of the monk-
teacher came from the monastery which he served. The·pries 
teacher's revenue came from the church. While the teacher 
of the third type of school practiced some such profession 
as a chanter or a. sexton at the church, a shoemaker or a 
tailor at home. 
·· .The internal organization of the school during that 
period corresponds very much to that of the monastery school 
of the preceeding period. Its work was carried on only in 
one room which was altogether unfit for the task. The pu-
pils. usually sat on the floor, everyone on the piece of rug 
or stool that he had brought for the purpose. In the case 
of the third type of school, 11 the same room served the 
purpose-of a living room for the family, a kitchen, a dinin 
room, a bed-room, a tailor 1 s or a shoemaker 1 s shop 1 and 
finally a school." 1) In that same room, before his pupils 
he practiced his profession at the same time seeing that 
. 
they all read or wrote their lesson. From time to time he 
would stop his sewing in order to explain the new lesson 
or make something in the old one clear. If while sitting 
at his working table he noticed some pupil breaking the ge-
neral order or disturbing the quiet, he stretched his long 
stick over the heads of the pupils striking the one or the 
ones that were causing the disturbance. Often his iron 
·measuring·rodwas quite sufficient to quiet them downto 
1) Op • cit • p • 23 . 
work. Sometimes when the teacher was away attending to o-
ther business other members of the family took his place, 
for all they had to do v1as sit in the room and use the iron 
rod. in case order had to be brought about. 
The students of that day were obliged to help the teach-
er in his work •. Thus the students of the church and mo-
nastery school had to hanm1er the bells on Sundays and holi-
days, help the sexton, the chanter and priests during wor-
ship, light the candles, clean the buildings, etc. Those 
who attended the school of the professional man helped with 
the house work. They brought water from the ··well, sowed 
wood, worked in his grain fields, Vinyard, and the like. 
The methods of teaching were greatly improved during 
that period. The fact· the student was no longer obliged to 
live in the institution but could leave it as soon as he did 
not like its way of instruction was a considerable improve-
ment. The method was 11 personal11 , i, e. the teacher went to 
each pupil individually whether to examine him or to assign 
the new lesson to him. In learning how to write the pupils 
used a 11 panakida11 • That was a small rectangular board with 
a handle. As soon as one lesson was written and learned, 
the board was shaved, planed, or washed, and a new one be-
gun. In some schools instead of a board the students used 
the bark of trees, hides, or the bones of big animals. Tbe 
quill served the purpose of the pen. The students made 
•,··-' 
.their own ink using the f'rui t of' some wild plants and 
.. bushes •... As a rule writing began much later than reading. 
, · · The greatest contribution of' educat~on du;tJ1ng t~lat 
"period was the appearance of' printed texts which were pro-
·•. duoed in, f!o'reign countries usually Russia, and brought into 
the country •. The outstanding books studied were: the 
catechism:, the prayer-book, the psaltir, the apostle,. the 
~.sacred· book, and a book on church singing and chanting • 
. · 
11 Those students who had mastered the catechism were con-
·sidered educated. 11 1) The sacred book was 11 the highest 
"book_11 ;· understood and read by very few. 
Of all. three types of' schools mentioned above, the 
monastery was considered as the best for it offered a 
, higher and better education than either of tho other two. 
There went all those that had mastered the elementary 
•knowledge. offered by the church and outside schools, in 
order to devote· more time to the study of religious books, 
and at·the same time copy some of' the sermons found there, 
for future use in the churches where they would serve. 
11 Here also, they couldget into the smallest details of 
.. the Christian truths found in the Holy Books .n 2) Aside 
from those, the pupils of the monastery school had the 
privilege of studying such books as grammar, rhetoric and 
philosophy in addition :to theology. Finally, the monaste-
ry gave Bulgaria her best teachers, scholars, priests, etc. 
1) 
:. 2) 
Noykof'f, P. M. An Outline of' the Education in Bulgaria 
to the Time of' Paissi. P• 45. 
Misheff, D. Our School Through theAges. P· 22. 
among the people-the latter were the only true 
re:i:i~loua le~ders and educators, lifting the spirit of the 
,_. ·, ,; 
<,', 
masses.:.:by··strengthening their faith in the struggle and de-
l rense;'for ... that faith, and at the same time upholding the na-
people . 11 1) 
Hardly being able to stand on their feet the young 
BU.lg~roiah<schools had to struggle for their existence, be-
... c •• • 
' •• j ~ ";~,-.,~:· • 
1~i0~Ubjeated to peraectution and criticism on all aides. 
, ' ' • ·, ~ I • '• , ' 
A- teacher: of that period tells of how the 'furks used to go 
.. . 
tb 'him-. and': ask for gold and silver money. His students 
. ' . . 
- . would~t'lee.for their lives, but he 11 was caught, imprisoned, 
and beaten·to death11 for teaching about Ohrist. 11 2) 11 God 
'help, keep and save all Christian souls11 , says he at the 
.. 
• t • 
end _of his book. 
Even under those hard condi tiona education made progres . 
For the·.:first time during those years Bulgaria was aup-
lled· vi th a teaching class of people v1ho began devoting 
themselves largely to the teaching profession. Secondly, 
a sort of an educational system YJas created. The schools 
were 'divided into two distinct types, elementary and se-
. conda~y, each offering a unified course of study. 
c~ost important of all, however, were the gains of 
tho~e schools for the great masses. Carrying on their 
educational work in towns and villages, they made it pos-
sible for everyone to profit by their existence. Their 
Vankoff, N. I. 
Uoykoff, P. M. 
A Short History of the Educational 
:Movement in Bulgaria.. p. 24. 
An outline of the Education in Bulgaria 
to the Time of Paissi. p. 45. 
influence on the people was inestimable. While the school 
of:the preceeding age prepared only individuals~ the :r>re-
sent school aimed at training and educating the whole 
nation, mruring it possible for every one to prepare him-
self for the struggle against the enemy, on behalf of · 
their religion. Thanks to those schools the efforts of 
.· ' ,·'. ; 
the Turks to Mohammedanize the Bulgarians were frustrated. 
Finally, those schools were of significance even to the 
neighboring countries, especially Serbia, as many foreign-
era .came here to get an education· and then go back to their 
. owri ·people. 
CHAPTER III 
GREEK EDUCA'riONAL INlt,LUENCl!:S 
' -~ ' 
Th~ .. l8t~ c~ntury brought about entirelj new condi-
··:;J ,, ··:.:. ·' ··t··'f~ffft t;J1 
tiona to,Bulgaria 1 s education. The Great Turkish Empire 
::.: .. (~"!*>.ft ... <~;:~:·.:,·.t .. ·;·;~~~~:~~;~ ·'· . . ' ' 
had begun.to disintegrate. In 1718J Austria took southern 
· '; ~~·~~-J~:·_~) rt· -r~df-:··'/1~-~;~ ... ::~~--- ( 
Hungary awayf'rom her, including Belgrade, and continued 
f~· . ' (,,; .: l ;',1.', ... :· ~· 7 b":,;~~··~·~.;_ ", ;,. ' ; 
to lead ··~u~cessf'ul wars against her. During the latter 
:· .. ,, 
'" .J '"t~i J~~x-,:, ... ~~<'~:· ~: ·",· ;,• 
part of' '.the .. same century Russia. also began similar aggres-
. . ' 
"~";· .:~. -~ ~ \ ; .;,_.:: '~:.'~.( t.~ . 
ftie w·ars~ against Turkey depriving her of the Black Sea re· 
.~:·; ~{~-.:~ ·I' :.5 -~-~-;\·~<r::i'f·lf'::_·:.:\ : ·: . 
gion and Bessarabia. Arid a little later, at the beginning 
~'\1•,.:.~ ' . . 
This exte'r~a:l' crumbling of the once fearful Empire was fol-
·-:; , .. c:.{:: ~;·1:,:. ~ ·. 
lowed by internal decay. Individual rulers began to se-
·r·~:::~.~--~·-~: ~- -~ .~:.:.-,:".,£. 
rulers't()"d.ispose of the lands they claimed, leading con-
:t~.;~,--~.<~>:· z~~ 
stant wars against each other, and thus ruining the peace 
di :.'i'he pe'asants. The Janissaries of the Turkish national 
' . 
~·.r'-cri~ ba'·ca.hle di.sobedient and disloyal to the Sult;ans, even 
to the exte!l.t of con~piring against them. A large number 
of robber-band~ filled the Empire, burning down and devasta 
.'-.., 
t'ingi;whole towns and villages, robbing the people and for-
~-,~· .. ,~~.~: .. -.'~,-,·X. ':.:;r":.:;·.i~ . . ~ , 
ci~g them to seek refuge in the Balkan 1lountains. 
Vfuen,. in 1453, Constantinople fell in the hands of the 
; _:~ '~ ;':; -,: . : . "~"t. ' .. 
Tu;ks~ · tr1e Greek Patriarch had been allowed to exercise 
'fnfluence: not only over the Greeks but over the 
· o'ther Ohristfa.n peoples on the Balkan Peninsula, also.· The 
Sultans;• recognized him as the ·religious representative of' 
·· ·. all::rchr.ist:taris in: their Empire, giving him the right to 
. · .;cohd~ct•:. thefi- worship• services, to decide when a new church 
''k-h6:hldi·b~:.built·,. ~o appoint bishops,· priests, etc. Thanks 
to the: fgnorance or the Turks, the Gr~el' Patriarch ga-
the~ed; 'aii.>outstanding Greek religio~s leaders in Con stan-
. ... . -· ' . ' . 
tinopl'eh;;, and formed a second power, a sort of' a religious-
. ·,. '· ' " . 
~d.ini~i~s.trative•'rule over all Christian societies and 
'6hti~che's·: 1 
··.At first;·'tfl:Ef Bulgarians loo~ed with compassion upon 
the Greeks.who·weretheir·brothers in the faith of' Christ, 
and' co-sUfferers unde·r the Turks. The Greeks, too, even 
. . 
'th.duglf they had the right to exercise power over their 
-' • .'' 'i • 
,church and school, treated their religious papacy protect-
. - . . 
:Lvely h~viii'g no other. motive in mind. Their aim, a. t the 
beginning,··wa.s to open schools and churches in order to 
prepare a large number or religious worltS..:t'~, mostly chanter 
''and readers, who' would thus help make the service more 
s,olemh and triumphant, even though it was conducted in the 
·~reek .language.· A little later, ho,vever, the beginning of 
the' 18th c~ntury, 'the Greeks began to awake to the fact 
th~y: were ·slaves :B.rtd· thought out plans of' freeing them-
:aelves· from' their masters. The church and the school, ,, 
they thought, were the only ·factors that could bring that 
. ab9ut. ,, They then set about opening schools in every part 
of. the Balkan Peninsula through which ins·ti tutions they 
aimed.at preparing the minds of the Balkan peoples for a 
l~ebellion., against .their oppressors in order to establish 
their old Btzantine Empire. 
Greek. church schools were found in all important 
towns .of. Bulgaria. The teachers who taught in those were 
very: .. ignorant. Thei:r• education consisted onJLy of' reading. 
and. writing, and that knowledge they tried to pass on' to 
their., students. In other words all they did was teach the 
Bulgarian ~hild1~en to read the Greek religious books, often 
without understanding their meaning • 
. The; ... school building was very simple~ Often it was the 
pri:ve.te house-in .which the teacher lived with his family. 
As he also served as a priest and the church building was 
in his hands, he sometimes used that for a school room. 
As in the Bulgarian school of the past so now also, the 
students sat on. the floor, or on the small rug each was sup-
posed to bring along. The teacher tookhis pupils to 
church.everySunda.y morning making them take part in the 
worship service, for that was almost half of their training. 
Only by:pracrtice, thought the Greek teacher; could they 
learn· the:. order of worship and memorize the religious books 
in Greek•-
The methodin tlie Greek.schools seems to have been ve-
ry poor. The children were taught. to read and pronounce 
correctly the prayers and sacred sayings even though they 
seldom·. knew .. what their meaning was. During the first year 
the children could only go as far as mastering the Greek 
alphabet and learning the Lord's Prayer in that language. 
There was another type of schools in Bulgaria during 
that same ·p.eriod which w.as of a much higher educational 
standardand of greater significance to the country. Those 
were known1as the. 11 Hellenic Schools". The latter had been 
founded,by rich Bulgarians who had a high opinion of the 
typical Greek schools and who had a friendly feeling toward 
their neighbors on.the south, the Greeks. Established in 
that fashion they were. not very many in number. The teach-
ers who. taught there were graduates of some old, famous, 
. Greek' institution of. learning .. Having spent many years 
and much· money abroad in order to get that education, those 
teache:rs;were no longer satisfied with the miserable pay 
of.the heretofore existing conditions, nor could the casual 
individual .. contributions of parents please them. 'rhey in-
sisted on having ·a set, definite salary, which only a. 
town committee on education could guarantee. For the first 
time in .. the history of the Bulgarian educational movement 
was there formed such a conmli ttee, with the richest man of 
the town; nthe chorbaji11 , at its head. Being given that 
', . ' .· . • .. 
. \ ' ' 
honc>ra'ry:.,p'asition·, because of his riches, he was expected 
to be~ ,,the· one to give .. the money for the foundation of the 
i.sohoo:V. ·in the town. Records show that the sacrifice of the 
Bulgarian· people· for e·ducation at that time was very great 
· , ; -~;'· :·one ,:great handicap existed in the Hellenic schools, 
however·,:: and that was. the dependency of the teachers. on the 
richtownt.J.~aders, who· were the recognized rulers of what 
w~nt· -on:: in:. the class. room even though many of .them had ve-
ry; li tt·le: .or no education at all. As a compensation for 
that; ~·however, the teachers for the first time taught in 
buildings.·built specially for the purpose. The private •· 
h.ome' ,of •\thEhbusiness man and teacher, and the cell-room 
had become·:a.part.of the past. The one condition under 
. which>teachers .in those years would consent to accept a 
:teachirig\position.in some town was a school building. 
·The.:.subject-matter in the Bulgarian .. HeJ.lenic school 
_was.ta:ught·in;. both, ancient and modern Greek. The teach-
.e rs aimed at making; the old Greek philosophy as well as the 
. exact·•·sayings of· Jesus as they were originally written 
down ·:bY his friends, known to the students. ttFor the most 
. . . 
part;c education was on.a purely religious basis, the.teach-
ing;·of:.the .true ·sayings of Jesus being considered the high-
est:aim.11 1) In,fact some writers claim that the reason 
·Greek text-books .. were in use in Bulgaria at that time, was 
because'inany misinterpretations had been made in the tran-
i ) Op • cit . p . 54 . 
slation, o·f•'"the. Bible:· from Greek into Bulgarian. 
f;'l~·c:Aside· from· the.· subject-matter studied a great deal of 
attention·•:was 'given to the •building of character. "Right 
a:tti.t~de .toward the' neighbor, poli tene·ss, good manners and 
conduct·;~ and' civic· :virtue, were of most importance·." 1) 
·'The(nietJ:.tod· in :vogue was different from what it had 
. . . . 
beeri irLthe·purelyrBulgarian schools·. It was the same by 
·which· the;; teachers had been trained in the. educational in-
'(.' 
stitutibns .abro'ad• They spoke only Greek to the students, 
made,_them-,:read•.in ancient and modern Greek, explained things 
in Greek' and cO':ritinued in that fashion until the students 
could,' -partly' at· least' understand them. 
'.The·· teachers who came later changed this method a li ttl . 
T.hey ·explained the' things that were not clear not in Greek 
·.but:. in :Bulgarian, making everything clear, so that not ve-
ry much time: was" lost. The teachers had even gone so far 
as to divide the pupils into four separate classes. In the 
first one,_the .preparatory, as it was called,were the be-
ginners who were taught only to understand Greek. To a-
.. ' 
chieve that the teachers had composed a book of the parables 
of Jesus writtenssimply, in·order to meet their purpose. 
In the second class the same parables were read, first in 
ancient Greek, then in modern Greek, and finally, in one 
of the. more advanced grades, had to be able to make analysis 
·of what they read. 
1). Kiroff, p. P. 
After getting acquainted VJith both, 
A Short History of the Bulgarian 
Chu-rch. p • "10 • 
ancient and modern Greek, the,children passed on to a more 
detailed study of the Bib~e, so that they could correctly 
reproduce what was there originally, before the people, and 
also some .of the writings of the old Greek phiiliosophers. 
The results of the Greek educational influence in Bul-
garia during that period were of real value to Bu;Lgaria 1 s 
still.inadequate educational system. Through the Hellenic 
school the Bulgarians had provided themselves with an in-
stitution of higher learning. For the first time the 
young people were assisted in understanding better the con-
tents of the Bible, and also were prepared to realize that 
.. 
the world was larger than the imaginary boundary lines of 
their own country. The students who attended the Hellenic 
school were actually taught to be tolerant toward their 
neighboring countries, and develop a friendly attitude 
toward other nations. 
CHAPTER IV 
• : . EDUCATIONAL TRENDS OF '.CHE 181rH CENTURY 
; ,•"';' I '~, • :· ~ : '._: / 
·From the danger that threatened Bulgaria during her 
.~. , ., •.. ' .. , 
political and religious bondage, her education was saved 
monasteries hidden in secret and concealed 
places in the mountains where they were undisturbed by the 
outside world. Those secret religious-educational insti-
tutions not, only s_~ved Bulgaria's education from destruc-
tion but also gave her her greatest educational leaders who 
. ; •. 'k··-· 
were ready to. sacrifice their lives for the uplifting of 
the country_. 
: •• ·: •. -" •• ,·, •• 1 
T?e g~eatest Bulgarian educator of the 18th century 
.:·· ,, .\ ! ~ .. 
was the monk known as Father Paissi. When still a young 
boy he· left his home and friends and went to his older 
. ' ~ ' 
"'. '~. 
brother who at the time was an abbott in one of the monas-
teries, to study • There he made up his mind.to devote his 
. • , ' 'I 
} -1 • i' ~. '~ '; ' : 
'life to the education of his cour1·bry-men. Realizing that 
,> '; 
the Bulgarian people were about to give up educating them-
selves because they could not compare and compete with the 
.brilliancy and cleverness of their southern neighbors, the· 
Greeks, Father Paissi decided to awaken their national 
pride by writing out the history of the Bulgarian people 
from the time of the First Bulgarian Kingdom up to his day. 
In .. hls 1'sla;ono-Bulgarian History", Paissi brought out the 
more important factors in the histo~y of Bulgaria, which 
'factors had made her great in the past. 11 The Bulgarians", 
he· wrote 1 ."should no longer feel inferior to the Greeks 
• ·'< \ 
··because they. are only farmers and herdsmen and the Greeks 
. are, scholars and business. men. •rhey should not be ashamed 
of1 thei~ simplicity and ignorance for all God's men, from 
Adam. to:; David, and Joseph were great Patriarchs before the 
face of .. the Lord,. and at the same time tillers of land. 
Christ· himself was born and lived in the home of a simple, 
,.· 
poor, work;~ngman. 11 11 See", addressed he his people, 11 how 
God has:. loved all simple and humble people, and is ready 
to give his help to those pure in heart, no matter v1hether 
.they be swineherdsmen or kings." 1) According to.)i1ather 
Paissi, his people were suffering not because they had 
accepteddthings from the Greeks, but because they had only 
copied 11 the· insidiousness and treachery of their cunning 
tradesmen''·, and not the good points about their education. 
11After aB.:11 , said Paissi, 11 there is one great thing of 
.whichwe~Bulgarians should be proud and that is the fact 
we .accepted the Christian faith before any other Slavic 
country and opened the first Christian school." 2) 
'At the end of his history Father Paissi advised his 
. country~men not to despair of the unfortunate situation 
·they had found themselves in, for: 11Wonderful are the 
·ways of the Almighty, and unkno~n are the ways in which He 
<rules·the·world and.provides for those that love Him. We 
.'1) 
' ..... 2) 
·. Noykof.f, P • M.. The Education in Bulgaria from Paissi 
to the Liberation. pp.4-5. 
Ibid. P• 5. 
.· 
· have despaired .because we think He has .forgotten us. It is 
su;fic,ient~ to look at the history of the Children· of Israel 
to ·;,.b~·· .convinced of the many time·s He left them\ to their 
' .~· . 
enernies,:·~.t'o·hunger and famine, only to test their faith, an 
•' ,. <' \'· •• 't' .. · • 
then gathered them around Him' again. But who is S:ble to 
know.:·His,ways; who can restore the destructed; who will. 
· brirr~ ,bacif·.::those gone astray and heal the contrite heart? 
. ,' . :·: .. \ 
The· Heavenly Father alone." 1) 
· ;;;s-..Having~ completed his 11 Slavono-Bulgarian History", Fa-
;'' 
the·r Paiss:i:::went out among the people preaching from it .. 
He· made.,them .read and copy it in order to regain the faith 
. . •' 
of, .their first ancestors and the courage. oto fight to the 
end •. 
For,, .over a· century the. simply written book .of. Paissi 
was ,the .. main text-book of the Bulgarian school. 11 The pu-
r. . .. . 
pils: copied; :(t not only to learn how to. write but also .to 
get: inspiration. for; the work they were to do, and the 
·priests.B.nd.teachersread.it to the people in order to 
strengthen: their faith . 11 2) 
•' .. 
\:,v:·.Nor was Father. Paissi alone in his effort to awaken 
the minds ·of the people after. education. Stoyan Vladisla-
·Vove, known.as Father Sophroni, served. Bulgaria as a priest 
and a teacher fq_r .twenty years. Many times imprisoned. and 
~e.aten by .the Turks. he fought. to the end. Like his prede-
cessor,, :Paissi,. he also compiled a book of sermons which 
1) Qp. dit~ P• 6. 
2); Ibid.. p. 6 
~the·.::peopl;~i ~;J.:ater'named 11 Sophroni 1 s Collection". The lat-
.,,:: 
.:t'er,,::ser:Ved a ;great purpose. During· the week days it was 
.•icopied:::arid\. studied by the pupils, and on ·Sundays the con..;, 
~~egati.ons'.:.:erijoyed· its sermons in the churches. •· · 
church and monastery had trained 
. ~, . ' '' . ' . ' . . 
wrote'l>books~;, usually. in the. form of sermons. · The tenden-
,. 
,:·cy1ithen~'wa.s~.to.,wrmte~ them in the simple, everyday langu-
·a:ge.•.Co·t.:the~:.masse.s, ''so that even the most ignorant priest 
.'' ,',, . 
'could preach}. from them and -be understood by the people . 
. l,.~; The·.:.t.Y.P:tcal chara_cteristic about the literature or 
.that·• period: was\.i ts religious character. rrhrough Chris~ 
,tiB.ni·ty theLt~achers of that day tried to make the people 
'. ' ' 
want':·to: get an education and awaken in them the spirit of 
'national1sm. Thus in a collection of sermons of that pe:.. · 
. " ' . . . 
r'fod•-' the author addresses the young in the following· man- . 
. ner :'·~,J.,~()pe'n: your minds and eyes, my beloved young sons, 1n. 
order'.:~to understand and see that the only way to become 
w~ise philosophers· and deep thinkers, and blossom like the 
. 
f-lowers: of Spring, is· by passing through the gates of our 
e·ducational institutions and mastering the contents of the 
books\ their: leaders wiihl give you." 1) 
.The ideal of. education pu:r:sued-during the first·part 
or· the•lBthcentury·was entirely different· from what it 
had:· been in the past. ·Through the abundant collections or 
rel·igioua:_sermons' of:that period the people tried to get 
i) . Op. cit. p. 9. 
acquaintedwi th the characteristics which the Christians 
of~ the. First: Kingdom possessed; so that tJ:ley, too, like .. , 
them:; would strive. to reach that. same degree of perfection; 
that.: same desire for. education, and the same willingness . 
to die for·· their faith. 
··Reading, writing, copying, learning prayers, and the 
order of worship were still a part of the curriculum of-:the 
school •..•. New' subjects of study,· however, were introduced. 
in· the, school during that period. · Together with the books 
of religious .. character, there began the study of secular 
subjects,\ such as simple arithmetics and. elementary geogra-
phy and history. ·In geography the pupils.studied about 
the changes_ of the weather and the seven metals of the 
e art'J:l.. One of .the mos.t important subjects of study was the 
study of manners. In fact whole boolcs began to appear at 
the beginning of the 19th century which dealt exclusively 
vd th the, subject of good manners. The Bulgarians had at 
that time. just begun trading with foreign nations and they 
felt that. going abroad, meeting people of other lands ne-
ce ssiated a knowledge of decent manners. 
The methods·of study during the 18th century show a 
marked advance over those of the preceeding ages. •rhey 
were more finished and better worked out in respect to the 
educational contents and according to the degree of dif-
ficulty of the subject-matter •. The order of studying first 
·' ~ I 
letters bf the alphabet, then syllables, words, sen-
tenc~s~ prayers, · .. etc •, as before, was still used and ap-
' ' . 
plied.:not:.•ortly to the s-tudy of books with religious con-
tents -but~~to'those·of secular as well. 
· .·A great· change was introduced in the organization of 
.. · th~: ~chdol, during that, time. The monastery school was 
still .at '.the head of. Bulgaria Is. educational institutions, 
but~.anoth~r>.type ·Of school, the secular one, had just ·be-
gun its· existence.. Having emerged from the Hellenic school 
of the preceeding .period,· it began spreading very quickly 
throughotit·the country, offering free, elementary education 
to all• :The fashion of the day to build the nev1 school in 
the church yard or very near the church building has per-
sisted ever since.~ Its support was in the hands or a com-
mit.tee on. education, whose ousiness it was to collect mo-
ne'j; .. from the parents vrhose children v1ent to school, pro-
vided'they were in condition to pay. 
Aside from his school worlc, the main public duty of 
every teacher was to help with the religious worship ser ... 
vice. He not only was expected to chant and deliver ser-
mons .in the church, but also prepare his pupils to do like-
wise. 
The results of the educational efforts during the lut-
t~r part of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th, 
were comparatively great for the development of Bulgaria's 
education. In the first place, the private school had 
given 1 ts place to that of the public one, wher•e even the 
poorest'child could go and get an elementary education. 
The period also supplied the schools with a well 'prepared 
,. 
and high:lY educated teaching staff. ·rhe most outstanding 
contribution' of that time, however, was the bond created 
between the secular and the monastery school. The latter 
actually played the role of the pedagogic schools that 
came later. In the preceeding epoch the monastery school 
was only a part of and like the schools existing in the 
towns and villages, whereas it now had a definite purpose 
in view--providing well educated, worthy and able teachers 
for the secular school. 
The influence of the education over the country con-·· 
sisted mainly in the fact it inspired the people to live· 
like the first Bulgarian Christians, and rely on the Heaven 
ly Father for help and deliverance from the hard political 
and religious conditions they were in. 
. ,,, 
.,, '" .,_ ' ~ , CHAPTER V .~ · · 
EDUOATION:·DURING TEE PERIOD JUST. 
· BEFORE rrHB ·LIBERATION· · 
' ,, 
considered the beginning of Bulgaria' 
revolutionary movement. for liberation from the Turks. As 
~,_ t~''-1.:',1~.:11. J·~:(~~-t~t' ... :)',.~.~-·~ ., :".'' ,~· ' ; ',; ·i') ·•,',· ' ' . ,__.~ 
soon as the latter became aware of the existence of that 
t~\l>i·.''',~'\i .. f··-f,/ :.;;~.~-~~~:<~~~ ·)':.~ ·, ~ ' ' ~"\' . 
·movement they began a terrible persecution of all Bulgarian 
:.:<.~} ~;~~:.·':; ~~~~c:~. ~~._~,---L~1 ~--- · _; 
t~~9h~rs, religious and educational leaders, holding those 
-:.:.,<~':,~·- :_,. • ~ .. : .. _\~·:; . . Y~--- i\~ 0 ·.;.,· ~ ... :.... • ~-~ • •• ~ , ·'· - ; - • :.:· • 
responsible for the people's revolt. In spite of that Bul-
~. ~ ,;,J ' • .. , ,,\ ' ~ . : <- ) 1 • • ' ' 
· gar.ia. 1 s leaders did not give up the idea of fighting :to 
' . ' ···-.t:t~:_,:.~ ..... ' .~":f~;-.,_;/~:::.\<1:,·· .· .... ::"' .'...,'. ··:~ 'i • '" :. ··~' 
of' the church and for the advance of the school. 
!'-t !'/\.•, ' .· >,. ,. ' •• 
,.,,_,., ,, .. _ '\" ...• . ,, •" 
During )the period pre.ceeding the liberation, a num-
b1~!' of,,.Ameri~an and Western-European l11issions evened school 
·.;. 
in different parts of Bulgaria. With thelr foundation 
~ !;-1 .. '':.:>,~:-. . -~ ·: !-- .. \ ' :· : >' \ 
those, schools began contributing very greatly to the edu-
: , . .._, . ' .· 
"'" , ~ ,. ; 
. preparing ,m~n for work in the mission and providing an 
' . '~ ',; > ' . ' '-.·,, ; ,, ''. ' ~ ~·- .' " 
e:d~catio~ of hig~ school grade for girls--was very success-
· .• > l 
.Ju:L, . .in meeting the· needs of the day. From their very 
t'-·.,::_.~··;.-;_'' .r; 'l .·:·: -~~·'' -~.: ~~t: ., 
foundation down to the present day, they have been contri-
:.~. '": ;, ~ : ' ( .;._;' ' '• I 
[?ut.~ng ,"~o t~e. · e~~~ation of the people. 
TP.e .. ed:4cation.a1 ideal. of the })eople during those 
c',,·. 
· years was freedom and liberty. They. were no longer satis:.. 
' ~~·-·,_:· .. ),. ·,-,.-~".:!;~;;;.~-', .;.._;~:~· ·:: ..... "' :~.:':. -...,-. ' " ·. > ,·.. :" J ' 
· fiedwith an independent church and school alone. In ad-
dition. ,to_::those. they wanted to be free and independent ci-
·tizens. in a free :and independent state. 
, ·. . ;The :most remarkable .change which Bulgaria's education 
underwent during. that decade concerne-d the admini st.ration 
of\.the. school. The latter was, then, supplied Vlith a cen-
tral .~administrative power rec·ognized by the Turkish govern-
ment~ • .:· Th~. Bulgarian Patriarchate considered it its duty 
to:. undertake; .. the internal leadership of all educational in-
stitutions .. a.ll over the country. It was in its power now. 
:to. ·open schools, provide for their support and take care.: of 
their. ·supervision and administration. That· central power. 
meant more ... than. anything else for the developrp.ent of Bul-
garia's still very inadequate educational system. During 
.those·years·ithad become the duty of the Bishop to·go 
about .the.~. country and tallr to the people about the impor~ 
tance of: education and·. the tremendous need of opening more 
schools •.. Provision was made in the constitution of the · 
Echsarch.ate whereby one part of the revenue of the church 
was to .go to the support of the school. It also made pro-
vision on the part of the church to exercise power. ove.r the 
school• The local priests were compelled· by the Bishop of 
the: Central Power to watch over the development of the· 
school in their respective parishes. The Bishop also ap-
pointed.special inspectors to go around, inspect and watch 
the work of;.the school. It was also the duty of the Cen-
- tral .Religious Power to provide the schools with well traine 
and educated teachens. It used to send promising young 
boys abroad to get a special pedagogical training and fa-
miliarize themselves with the best educational methods of.· 
the West. 
In order to attain its aim, bring all the schools· ,of 
the country under its control and influence, the Central 
Religious Power held in different parts of the country, 
within a very short time, several conventions. Some of the 
problems brought up for discussion at those meetins were: 
11 How long should the academic year be? What subjects should 
the curriculum comprise'? Vihat methods or teaching would· 
bring about most satisfactory results'? How should ·teachers 
be selected? 11 1) 
The contributions of the work of the Central Religious 
Power were very significant. In the first place, it pro• 
vided a school for the smallest vitL.lage, making it possible 
for every child to attend school freely. It took c~re of 
the financial support of both, buildings and teachers. But 
above all it made the establishment of higher schools and 
professional schools in every diocese of the Echsarchate 
possible. Special attention was given to schools for girls. 
The aim of those was to train better mothers K.or the Bul-
garian home and better women teachers for her school. For 
the first time novr it was no longer. considered unusual for 
1) Op. cit. p. 39. 
girls· :to ·go .to.· the. same school· with boys provided they 
stopp~d ::early enough to prepare their trousseau and learn 
the c·rudiments. of. housekeeping. 
l 
, Very.: important were the changes in method of teaching • 
-~·. ' ·. . . . . 
and trai:r{:i.ng that. took. place during that period, which, 
unfortunately,'<·.did not effect the schools of higher edu-
.-t.' 
cation where~ .. the main attention now was on the new texts 
that wer~,::being:.•:l.ntroduded. In the primary school Lancas-
ter 1 s sy~tem>,Of .mutual or monitorial instruction was re-
placed l?Y Pestalozzi 1 s ideas on class instruction, obser-
vation and inv,estigation, sense-impression, etc. By 1872 
'. . 
Pestalozzi's·class organization and group instruction were 
universally: used •. . 
.. The:')l.tta.inments in education during the decade pre-
ceeding the liberation were. very significant. Aside from 
creating higher educational institutions and professional 
schools,.· and introducing better methods of teaching, the 
number. o:f: primary· schools was greatly enlarged and for the 
first tinie(girl's could attend. those on equal terms with 
boys. rrogether .wLth· the opening of schools, the Central 
Religious·P~wer~did everything in its power to provide the 
educational institutions with as well trained and educated 
teaching staff as possible. 
The•success of. the educational movement of that period 
made a profound influence on the people. It meant for 
them a surer overthrow of Tur•kish rule., as the schools were 
.the only places where the revolutionary movement.for li~ 
beration was started and kept alive. All religious lead .. 
ers, school educators and older students had fought for the 
independence of the church and were now getting ready to 
attain the same ideal for their country. · The church and 
school were not their only concern. It was their duty 
also to go out among the masses of people and educate those 
through lectures, newspapers, periodicals, books, etc. In 
that way, quietly and slowly, the church and the school 
prepared both, the present and future generations for the 
freedom that was coming to them in 1878. Only through 
their educational efforts were the Bulgarian teachers able 
to attract the attention of the world around them .until 
Russia, her liberator, came over and helped her attain her 
long-worked-for freedom. 
Finally, the great motto of the Bulgarian religious 
leaders and educators of that period, ttReligion and Edu-
. w 
cation 11 , must not be forgotten. The following are the 
closing lines of a lecture by a representati~e of the Cen-
tral Religious Power, given at one of the school conven-
tions: 
"Religion and Education have always been and always 
will be the most powerful cultural fact·ors in life. Those 
two factors brought about the Golden Age of our First 
Kingdom. With the same tools the Bogomils helped restore 
our Second Kingdom. And now, when all other torches have 
been extinguished, the light of the church and the school 
alone will light the way to find our Third Kingdom. 11 1) -
•<.:. 
Op. cit. P• 43. 
--------- -
·SUMMARY 
,; .. , ... The Bulgarian school is yotmger than the· Bulgarian . 
country, having begun its existence two centuries after ·· :. 
the foundation of the First Bulgarian Kingdom. · A direct· . 
consequence from the light which the t·eaching of Christ · 
brought over the people it was the first step towardedu-
cation, civilization and progress. 
The first Bulgarian school owes its existence to Cle':"' 
ment ,. a student and follower of .Methodius •. Its purpo~e' 
was·.the .Christianization of the nation and the creation 
of. churches. King Boris, Bulgaria's first Christian King, 
aimed at creating a national school to which all could 
have an access, for only in that way thought King Boris 
and Patriarch Clement would the Christianization Of. the". 
people be assured.. ..·. · · 
During the reign of Simeon,. Boris' successor to. the 
. throne, ·the emphasis of education was. on literature. Upon 
the· educated men of his day he imposed the task of tran• 
slating. and writing literary works which for many centu-
ries served as text-: books in' the developi!lg school where • ,,. 
the main subjects .of study were grammar, rhetoric, and 
theology. ·The aim of. the schools during Simeon's reign 
was about the same as during his father's reign, namely, 
to prepare church leaders; priests; deacons, writers and 
teachers. 
' ' 
•;,,~,: ;i;'} :Under ':the ·'weak rulers that followed Simeon on the 
,···:>-;thrdne::,th~._Bulgarian Kingdom fell in the hands of' the 
.. G~eeks. ,:The Gre.ek clergy who were responsible for .the 
~p,iritual, welfare .of the Bulgarian people had no interest 
;in .~their. ~ducation at all. With the decline of education 
' .·.. ' ' . ' . 
there appeared·the Bogomilstvo, a religious and an edu"':' 
cation:al movement~ ·According to the. ideas of the expo-::- . 
. ' ' ' . 
,·.,, nents. of;.;the Bagamilstvo the aim of' education was no 
. ' l 
longer :·the man _of the world who lived according to the'> 
Ch;ist:l.an.principles, but the ascetic who purified his 
~.body .thr.ough prayer and fasting. rrhe Bagamils changed 
the.ald•organizatian of the schools completely. Instead 
of' the::,free., public schools there now sprang up secret edu-
cational· circles, and secret schools. Their method of · 
teaching had made. an improvement over the ones used be~ 
... fare .•. ~. They:. made a: great effort to fit the subject-matter 
.to· the ·ability and. understanding of the child. Clarity 
and picturesqueness were the outstanding characteristics 
. of'. their teaching. The form of expression with them was . 
. ·the conversational one which they believed was better 
fitted· to .their audiences than the dogmatic one. The edu~ 
c·ation o.f the. Bagomils did nat have a lasting influence, 
however.; mostly because it conducted its work secretly. 
• J :In 1186. the. Bulgarians regained their independence 
from tbhe•Greeks and s.et up the Second Kingdom. That perio 
gave rise to the monastery school which for many centuries· 
that followed was the main educational institution in the 
country.. In the monastery were found two. very distinct·· 
types of school, elementary and secondary. The first~offere 
only elementary knowledge of reading and writing •and. church· 
worship, whereas the second ones aimed at acquainting the 
pupil with the theory and dogma of Christianity so that he 
would be prep.e.red to fight against all he~etical teaching. 
The monastery school set e. great religious ideal before 
the people of that day, namely, man should strive to be a 
true Christian, an ideal which consolidated the Bulgarian 
. 
nation and ~ept their consciousness alive during the years 
that followed. 
' The 14th century brought upon the Bulgarian nation the 
the· worst condi ti tions imaginable for the development· of ·. 
their education.. During the five· centuries of Turkish op-
pression that followed the monastery school played a most 
important role as it trained many religious workers and 
teachers who went out among the people and kept.Qhristianity 
alive. 
' The outstanding educational institutions during that 
period were of three kinds, monastery, church, and tha so-
called schools of the professional men. · Instruction in the 
first two was conducted in the monasteries and the churches 
respectively by monks and priests as instructors. The third 
took place in. the private home of the 
'I'll.e method· of instruction used in those schools was 
person!ll,,-i •. e. the .teacher went to each pupil individually 
e i ther/:l t·o.: examine him .. or to as sign a new lesson. : In learn-
ingz,ho~;:. to\. write. the. students .used a small rectangular.>·· 
boa:~d w~ich~' was shaved and washed after .each lesson. } 
;;;·:,,.·>.Printed texts· appeared. toward the end of the 16th. 
cent1l~y;-~ontributing a great deal to the development of 
educatiorh,,: The~ texts studied were the chatechism, the·• 
. " 
· prayer .. book, the psaltir, the apostle, the sacred .book and 
a\\bpok on•· chanting and singing in the church. 
<.A new type of· school l<:nown as the Hellenic School 
sprang up .·a.t. the beginning of the 18th century, which was 
or:a high eO.ucational :standard and ~f gre~t significance. 
'!:;o ,.ther•couiltry. The Helle.ni~ schools were started by men 
wh() had. received their education. in Greece • A committee.,. 
on·• education. was forined in every town whose purpose was;· ., 
:to,:. provide school buildings, ·teachers 1 salaries and edu-. 
· .C,ated·· instructors.. The teaching was conducted in the 
Greek-language as the teachers aimed at acquainting the. 
pupils..: with·. the. original works of the. Greek philosophers• 
and,. the ·exact say~ngs of Jesus as written down by his 
frfends. 
, .. The;_l8th century gave· Bulgaria some of her greatest 
wri ters':.and religious educators. The Slavono-Bulgarie.n 
History;':~6f Paissi and Sophroni 1 s Collection of sermons 
~ ;;' 
served to: strengthen the Christian faith of the people 
and mak~i:,them ;strive to reach the pel'fection of their fore-
~~·.:~¥:·,_ ., \ 4 
fathers·; ()r the F'irst Kingdom. 
()" .. 
,,·, 
,As<th.e schools continued in their development the ,_~1; ·:. '· ." .-. . 
monaster.y(school started playing _the role of the pedago-
" : 
00 
,' B ~:·<t~::··~~~ 1:.~~: O,, ' 
0 
' • O ' 
gical. sch<;>ol th~t came _later providing teachers for the 
:]•_•'."' . . 
i . '. • ..• ,~~ ~<. •, _ , I. 
secular>;~chool that had emerged from the Hellenic one. 
'·: -:.-~:~~~~::".(_,. 
~~-;ng the decade preceeding the liberation of the 
, ·; .. --~,·- ,.fLi,~/:;.:_:_ ... 
country:the~church played a most important role in edu-
_- ... {.'•· '· --
cation;_ ·:frr'he Central Religious P~wer that was formed took 
·,". _;: ~·\·:·'·: ,.~· .. 
over the~,;:great re sponsi bili ties of the Bulgarian schools. 
Its ~ont.~fbutions. to education were vei'Y remarkable. It 
opened ~rib.o~ofs in every town and village of the country. 
' J, 
Educatfori was made free and compulsory. The leading 
teachers'·\veJ:Ie sent abroad ·t.o get new ideas and introduce 
• ' :. :. I. ';~~<:~:~~::-~:~-;:·;:· ;~ . :\• • • , 
the best~methods ot instruction in their schools. Pestaloz 
zi 1 s ideas on education replaced Lancaster's system of mo-
--~--' :~.,-
nitoriaJ.<instruction. Professional schools were opened. 
Educa.'tioh·~·ror girls was provided. It was no longer unusu-
, 
al for boys and girls to go to the same school together. 
Aside -from their school work in the class room it was the 
duty of every teacher to go out among the masses and edu-
cate the :I=e ople through lectures, newspapers, periodicals, 
books, etc'.•, thus preparing the whole nation for the free-
dom that<Was coming to them in 1878. 
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